
Sort, Store, and Use Every Last Bit of Your
Treasured Fabrics
Are you a sewing enthusiast or a crafting addict? If so, you probably have a
collection of treasured fabrics that you hold dear. Whether it's leftover scraps from
past projects or carefully curated pieces acquired over time, these fabrics are a
testament to your creativity and passion. But how can you make the most out of
every last bit?

Sorting your fabrics is a crucial step in maximizing their potential. Start by
categorizing them based on different criteria such as color, pattern, or fabric type.
This way, you can easily locate specific pieces when inspiration strikes. Consider
using clear storage boxes or bins to keep your fabrics neatly organized, while still
being able to visually appreciate your collection.

When it comes to storing your fabrics, it's important to keep them in a suitable
environment. Extreme heat, moisture, and direct sunlight can damage your
fabrics over time. Opt for a cool, dry, and well-ventilated area to prevent mold or
mildew from forming. Consider investing in shelving units or a dedicated fabric
cabinet, ensuring that each piece is neatly folded and protected from dust.
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Now, let's dive into some creative ways to use every last bit of those treasured
fabrics:

1. Patchwork Projects

Embrace the art of patchwork to utilize even the smallest fabric scraps. From
quilts to cushions, patchwork projects allow you to combine different colors and
patterns in a visually stunning way. Get creative and experiment with different
shapes and sizes to make unique designs that reflect your personal style.

2. Fabric Jewelry

Transform your fabric scraps into beautiful handmade jewelry pieces. Cut fabric
strips, braid or twist them, and add clasps and beads to create colorful bracelets
or necklaces. You can also make fabric earrings by using small fabric remnants
and earring findings. Not only will you be reducing waste, but you'll also have
one-of-a-kind accessories to complement your outfits.

3. Applique and Embellishments

Give new life to plain garments or accessories by adding fabric appliques or
embellishments. Cut out shapes from your fabric scraps and attach them using
fabric glue or by stitching. Whether it's a flower accent on a denim jacket or a
cute animal patch on a tote bag, these small touches can instantly elevate your
style and make your items unique.

4. Fabric Storage Solutions
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Use your fabric pieces to create practical storage solutions. Sew fabric storage
baskets or bags to organize your sewing tools or craft supplies. You can even
make fabric covers for boxes or bins to add a touch of color and pattern to your
storage area. Not only will these solutions be functional, but they will also add a
delightful aesthetic to your crafting space.

5. Scrapbooking and Collage

If you have larger fabric scraps or pieces, consider using them in your
scrapbooking or collage projects. Cut out interesting shapes or patterns and
incorporate them into your designs. Whether it's a travel-themed scrapbook or a
mixed-media art piece, fabric can add texture and interest to your creations. Let
your imagination run wild!

By incorporating these ideas into your crafting routine, you'll be able to use every
last bit of your treasured fabrics in creative and meaningful ways. Remember, the
possibilities are endless, and with a little bit of imagination, your fabric scraps can
become extraordinary works of art!

So go ahead, sort, store, and unleash the full potential of your treasured fabrics.
Let your creativity soar and give these fabrics a new lease on life!
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A collection of modern quilting projects you can create with scraps.

Are scrap piles wreaking havoc in your sewing space? Not sure what to do with
all those tiny bits of gorgeous prints you hate to part with? Modern quilters
Amanda Jean Nyberg and Cheryl Arkison share a passion for scraps, and they’re
here to help you get creative with 16 scrappy quilt projects that include piecing,
appliqué, and improvisational work. This book has ideas on how to adapt patterns
for your own personal “Sunday morning” style, plus tips for effectively cutting,
storing, and organizing your scraps. Your Sunday mornings just got a whole lot
cozier!

“Sunday Morning Quilts shows you how to use every last scrap of treasured
fabric in your collection…The book champions the original ethos behind
patchwork—make do and mend…The quilts are bold, bright and clean, and the
co-authors actively encourage you to be creative and to come up with your own
designs.”—Popular Patchwork Magazine
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